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This paper presents a novel solution method based on measurement and analysis of current signals for gearbox fault recognition
of wind turbine. A gearbox with typical oil-leakage fault is purposely made. The oil-leakage gearbox and a normal gearbox are
used as experimental models to measure and analyze the current signals of generator. This work employs wavelet transform (WT),
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) to analyze the current signals for both the oil-leakage and
the normal gearboxes. K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is used on automatic fault recognition. First, the normal gearbox and the oilleakage gearbox are separately applied to practical power platform experiments. Second, empirical mode decomposition is applied
on analyzing the intrinsic mode function (IMF) of the current signals, and fast Fourier transform is used to get the intrinsic mode
function spectrum. Finally, the features of the spectrum are extracted, and K-nearest neighbors is used on gearbox fault
recognition of wind turbine. Experimental results indicate that the proposed solution method can effectively recognize the oilleakage fault of gearboxes.
Keywords: Wavelet transform, empirical mode decomposition, fast Fourier transform, K-nearest neighbors, intrinsic mode
function.

1. INTRODUCTION

As FFT can not analyze transient signals, analysis will
occur after EMD to achieve the purpose of analyzing current
signals. In addition, EMD can decompose input signals
according to different frequencies and can effectively avoid
interferences from noise, which will help the signal’s
analysis. Finally, the paper uses KNN to classify current
signals. Because of KNN’s simple structure and fast
operation, it precludes the need for prior training on the part
of maintenance personnel.
The purpose of this study is to propose a method
recognizing the fault signals of an oil-leakage wind turbine.
Regular maintenance only avoids the occurrence of a
breakdown, and early detection of faults can be a costsaving and preventative measure.

S THE RESOURCES in the world are finite, green
energy has become an inevitable trend. Installations of
green energy equipments are on the rise, but so too are
the fault occurrences of said installations. Wind turbines are
widely used now; not only are they very costly but they also
require many components. In particular, the gearbox
determines whether a turbine malfunctions or not.
Gearboxes with broken gear-tooth or inadequate lubrication
might lead to vibration or high temperatures, which might
damage the wind turbines [1]-[2].
To stabilize the performance of wind turbines, the solution
is to monitor the status of each component. According to
Bussel and Schontag [3], an accelerometer can measure the
vibration signals of a running gearbox to investigate its
status. However, this approach is costly and takes
considerable manpower. Furthermore, the results tend to be
affected by external interference. Therefore, this paper
analyzes the currents signals of wind generators instead of
the vibration signal, which can reduce the recognition time
and maintenance cost.
First, this work measures current signals of the wind
turbine with an oil-leakage gearbox. Second, the current
signals are decomposed into four layers (from high
frequency to low frequency) by wavelet transform (WT) [4][7] and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [8]-[11].
Then, those signals are transformed by fast Fourier
transform (FFT) [12]-[13] and illustrate a spectrum. Third,
the features of the spectrum are extracted. Finally, K-nearest
neighbors [14]-[16] is employed on fault classification. This
method can have the same effect as vibration signal analysis
without incurring additional labor costs and expensive
sensors.

A

2. SUBJECT & METHODS
In this paper, a test power platform with an 11 kw motor
(Fig.1.) is used to drive the gearbox with a 360 rpm rated
speed generator. This test power platform simulates a small
wind turbine. The measurement of the current signals of the
generator is described as follows:
Step 1: To connect the load to the output of the generator.
Step 2: To series one phase to signal capture device, which
is called PXI-1033. Then use the sensor to observe
the range of the current. The signal capture device
is connected to personal computer for signal
segmentation and storage.
Step 3: To open the motor and let it drive the gearbox and
the generator and then measure the signal (Fig.2.).
To simulate an oil leakage fault of gearbox, the following
steps are then taken. First, the oil that is in the gearbox of
the wind turbine is exposed. Second, the gearbox on the
wind turbine is replaced, and then current signals of the oil
leakage fault are obtained. In this paper, the anomalistic
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types are defined as the oil leakage of the gearbox. Third,
sample the normal types and anomalistic types at one
thousand times per unit.

The output current signals of generator with both normal
and damaged gearboxes are measured. The Hilbert
spectrums of the output currents of both normal and
damaged gearboxes are illustrated in Fig.4. and Fig.5. In the
Fig.4., the spectrum is clear with a stable frequency
component and a measurement noise. However, the
disturbance phenomena exit within 10 to 50 Hz and 100 to
130 Hz in the spectrum of Fig.5.

Coupler
Motor
Driving motor
Generator

Gearbox

Fig.1. Test power platform

control the motor

use the motor to
drive the genertor

produce the
current signal

Fig.4. Measured current signals of normal gearbox
produce the
intput signal

save and divide
the signal

capture the
current signal

Fig.2. Measurement of current signals

3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, this paper adopts a dynamometer test bed to obtain
the current signals of both normal and oil-leakage
gearboxes. Second, EMD is used to decompose the signals
based on different frequencies. Third, the high-frequency
signals on the first layer are transformed by FFT and
illustrate a spectrum. Then, the features of the spectrum are
extracted for training. Finally, KNN is employed to
recognize the status of the gearbox. The solution process is
shown in Fig.3.
Start

Fig.5. Measured current signals of oil-leakage gearbox

A. Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)

EMD

Fig.6. shows the general flow chart of the EMD. The input
current signal of the generator x (t) is captured as shown in
Fig.7. and this signal has a maximum and a minimum. Then
apply EMD to this signal, which are described as following
steps.
Step 1: To find the maximum area and the minimum area
of the input signal, as shown in Fig.8.
Step 2: Use Cubic spline interpolation to connect the
extreme points to obtain the regional maximum
envelope line and minimum envelope line, as
shown in Fig.9. This method is a form of
interpolation. It avoids the problem of Runge's
phenomenon. Cubic curve is defined as in (1)-(3).

FFT

KNN

End

Fig.3. Solution process
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for i = 1, 2,...n − 1
Fig.8. Maximum and minimum areas of signal

Step 3: Envelope of the two extreme points in the sum is
divided by two, such as in (4), can obtain the mean
curve, as shown in Fig.9.
m1 ( t ) =

max line ( t ) + min line ( t )
2

(4)
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No

No
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find the residual
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Yes

Yes

End

save the IMFs

Fig.9. Envelope line and mean line

Fig.6. General flow chart of EMD

Step 4: Connect them to produce the upper and lower
x ( t ) minus the mean line m ( t ) is h1 ( t ) , and use
h1 ( t ) to repeat step 1、 2、3 can obtain m11 ( t ) .
h1 ( t ) minus the mean line m11 ( t ) is h11 ( t ) . And so

on, this recursive calculation computes to the end
as in (5). The formula SD to determine this
condition as in (6). Then assume h1k ( t ) to c1 ( t ) ,
that is called IMF as in (7).
⎧h1 ( t ) = x ( t ) − m1 ( t )
⎪
⎪h11 ( t ) = h1 ( t ) − m11 ( t )
⎨
M
⎪
⎪h ( t ) = h
t − m1k ( t )
1( k −1) ( )
⎩ 1k

Fig.7. Input signal of EMD
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The numbers of IMF are finite after
decomposition, and the frequency is gradually
decreasing. IMF must satisfy the conditions as
follows:
Condition 1: The difference of the number of the
zero-crossing is and the extreme point is less than
one.
Condition 2: The maximum line and the
minimum line are symmetrical to the mean line.
Step 5: x ( t ) minus c1 ( t ) can obtain residual value r1 ( t ) ,

Fig.10. IMFs and residual layer

as in (8). This recursive is end to rn ( t ) .Then
determine rn ( t ) to a monotone function as in (9).
Finally, IMFs and residual layer can be obtained as
showed in Fig.10.
r1 ( t ) = x ( t ) − c1 ( t )

(8)

⎧r2 ( t ) = r1 ( t ) − c1 ( t )
⎪
M
⎨
⎪r t = r t − c t
⎩ n ( ) n −1 ( ) n ( )

(9)

In the theory, the input signal will be same as the sum of
the IMFs and residual layer as in (10) and Fig.11.
n

x ( t ) = ∑ c j ( t ) + rn ( t )

(10)

Fig.11. Sum of IMFs and residual layer

j =1

B. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
This method is the numerical analysis of the Discrete
Fourier Transform valid tool for spectrum analysis [12][13]. Compared to the Fourier transform, it has lower
computational complexity.
As shown in Fig.12, use FFT to IMF and residual layer
can obtain the frequency domain of the signal.
C. K-nearest Neighbors (KNN)
K-nearest neighbors is the simplest unsupervised learning
method of the machine learning. It estimates the similarity
between feature vectors of the known and unknown event in
the feature vector space.
This paper uses the Euclidean Distance to measure its
similarity of the vector. Consider the K-nearest known
event’s feature vector and by the way of majority vote to
determine the unknown type of the event.

Fig.12. Results of IMF and residual layer’s FFT
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[6]

CONCLUSIONS

A breakdown of gearbox could cause an unplanned outage
of wind turbine and result in a loss of considerable money.
This paper proposes a new approach for gearbox fault
recognition of wind turbine based on measurement and
analysis of current signals without any additional apparatus
such as accelerometer or oil-leakage detector. An oilleakage gearbox and a normal gearbox are used as the
experimental models. In this work, the analysis of current
signals is a hybrid approach using WT, EMD, FFT, and
KNN algorithms. In the proposed approach, the current
signals of both oil-leakage and normal gearboxes are
decomposed into four layers signals by the WT. The EMD is
used to decompose the current signals based on different
frequencies. The FFT is mainly applied to obtain the IMF’s
spectrums of the generator currents. The KNN is
advantageous to the recognition of spectrums of current
signals. The proposed approach is successfully applied to
practical power platform experiments. Experimental results
show that the hybrid algorithms are advantageous to the
recognition of the oil-leakage fault of gearbox through
measurement and analysis of generator current.
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